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How can we optimise your 
customer’s experience? 

> VisionID bespoke retail solutions enable you to 

streamline processes and, gather information in real-

time which can assist you in aligning your strategic 

requirements with your customer’s needs. 

> Draw on our industry-leading service team to partner 

you at every stage from systems design, hardware 

customisation to focused staff training.

> Enjoy inventory visibility up the supply chain and out 

through your fulfilment channels in real-time, optimising 

stock control, quickening deliveries and reinforcing 

customer satisfaction. 

> Unify customer engagement with your brand across all 

touchpoints and platforms, building consistency and 

sharpening your responsiveness to their wants. 

> These retail solutions are powerful catalysts for 

increasing operational efficiency. Your business will enjoy 

authoritative inventory data and cost efficiencies. Your 

customers enjoy an enhanced shopping experience.

Why clients turn to VisionID

> Poor inventory accuracy is diminishing the retail experience

> Long queuing is causing loss of sales 

> Missed opportunities due to incomplete data harvesting 

> Inconsistent customer interactions eroding brand loyalty

> Low productivity due to manual processing 

RETAIL



TESTIMONIAL

Since 2000, VisionID has established itself as 

a leading system integrator, setting industry 

benchmarks and exceeding our customers’ 

expectations at every turn, on quality, service 

and value. 

Retail demands real-time data visibility, pinpoint 

inventory accuracy and seamless customer 

engagement to provide a true personalised 

experience time after time. By leveraging our 

Internet of Things (IoT) enabled solutions, retailers 

can reach a level of Enterprise Intelligence 

and visibility that enables them to make more 

informed decisions—while improving their customer 

experience, operational efficiency and performance. 

Through integrating best in class solutions covering 

Enterprise Mobility, RFID, WLAN and Inventory 

control, retailers can maximise in-store & online 

engagement while optimising their supply chain 

right through to delivery and fulfilment.

OUR RETAIL-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS INCLUDE:

Supply Chain Management
Gain complete visibility of your stock throughout 
the supply chain. With the latest in rugged, mobile 
devices and our tailored visibility platform, you can 
enable your retail associates to access real time stock 
information from the shop floor, removing the need 
for manual stock checks and any inaccuracy of stock 
levels. Warehouse staff can effectively pick and pack 
home deliveries with speed and accuracy using voice 
picking technology.

Asset Management
Track, diagnose and maintain assets across your 
stores.  Assets such as combi’s and check out tills 
are vital to the success of your daily operations and 
the customer experience. Through an effective asset 
management solution combining mobile technology, 
RFID and our visibility platform you can ensure the 
location of all your assets and monitor, diagnose and 
resolve asset and equipment issues efficiently.  

Staff Communications
Enable managers, associates and warehouse workers 
to communicate clearly and in real-time, either 
through voice or applications on their handheld 
device. With handheld computers in the store and 
wearable devices in the warehouse, the entire team 
can share information for better decisions and 
respond to changing conditions and priorities.

Customer Engagement
Drive customer engagement and in-store sales by 
implementing interactive digital solutions such as 
interactive kiosks.  Connect with your customers and 
deliver a more personalised shopping experience 
as they enter the store by sending offers direct to 
their smartphones, through beacon technology and 
marketing software. Further enabling you to gather 
intelligence on your customers buying behaviour, 
which you can use to improve the shopping 
experience. 

Customer Experience
Deliver a consistent shopping experience across all your 
channels and give your customers the information and 
tools they need to complete their purchase. Electronic 
Shelf Edge labelling ensures you have complete control 
on automatic pricing updates from the desktop. By 
introducing Click and Collect you can provide customers 
with more shopping options and use the opportunity to 
encourage further purchases when customers return 
to pick up their order. Through kiosks, instore mobile 
devices and even their smartphones, customers can 
access all the information they need they to complete 
their buying decision.

Professional Services
Gain peace of mind by having the support of our highly 
qualified professional service team. Our qualified team 
will support you through every stage of the process 
from site audits and surveys to rapid deployment, right 
through to aftercare with onsite or workshop repairs 
and maintenance. They will work with you to ensure 
that your solution is fully operational and to reducing 
downtime of products saving you costs in the long run.

Store Operations
Increase productivity by arming your associates and 
warehouse staff with the latest in rugged, mobility 
technology so they can capture, access and share 
vital information while on the move. Management 
can issue tasks such as restock shelves, conduct 
price mark-down, direct to associates which they 
can receive and update in real-time via their mobile 
devices.  Associates can improve customer service 
by having access to real-time information so they can 
better answer customer product queries.

This is true empowerment: every satisfied customer becomes 
a brand advocate and your most powerful engine for growth.

For retailers, every customer engagement is an opportunity to 
enrich the relationship, to build loyalty and to nurture sales.

Our bespoke retail technology solutions will seamlessly enhance 
every customer interaction, whilst optimising efficiency across your 
organisation. Our Internet of Things (IoT) enabled solutions bring a 
precision focus on accuracy to deliver a more consistent, enticing 
shopping experience across each channel and touchpoint. 

This is true people first technology.

“ VisionID provided us with an in-store enterprise mobility solution, 
which equipped our staff with rugged handheld devices. From using 
these devices we have improved many of our internal processes, 
from warehouse operations to customer deliveries. They always go 
above and beyond to help. Great customer service.” 

 Dariusz Tokarski, I.T. Manager

D.I.D. Electrical
So why not arrange 
to talk to one of our 
consultants today. 

Just call us on 
+353 (0)1 524 1586
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Since 2000, VisionID has established itself as 

a leading system integrator, setting industry 

benchmarks and exceeding our customers’ 

expectations at every turn, on quality, service 

and value. 

Retail demands real-time data visibility, pinpoint 

inventory accuracy and seamless customer 

engagement to provide a true personalised 

experience time after time. By leveraging our 

Internet of Things (IoT) enabled solutions, retailers 

can reach a level of Enterprise Intelligence 

and visibility that enables them to make more 

informed decisions—while improving their customer 

experience, operational efficiency and performance. 

Through integrating best in class solutions covering 

Enterprise Mobility, RFID, WLAN and Inventory 

control, retailers can maximise in-store & online 

engagement while optimising their supply chain 

right through to delivery and fulfilment.

OUR RETAIL-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS INCLUDE:

Supply Chain Management
Gain complete visibility of your stock throughout 
the supply chain. With the latest in rugged, mobile 
devices and our tailored visibility platform, you can 
enable your retail associates to access real time stock 
information from the shop floor, removing the need 
for manual stock checks and any inaccuracy of stock 
levels. Warehouse staff can effectively pick and pack 
home deliveries with speed and accuracy using voice 
picking technology.

Asset Management
Track, diagnose and maintain assets across your 
stores.  Assets such as combi’s and check out tills 
are vital to the success of your daily operations and 
the customer experience. Through an effective asset 
management solution combining mobile technology, 
RFID and our visibility platform you can ensure the 
location of all your assets and monitor, diagnose and 
resolve asset and equipment issues efficiently.  

Staff Communications
Enable managers, associates and warehouse workers 
to communicate clearly and in real-time, either 
through voice or applications on their handheld 
device. With handheld computers in the store and 
wearable devices in the warehouse, the entire team 
can share information for better decisions and 
respond to changing conditions and priorities.

Customer Engagement
Drive customer engagement and in-store sales by 
implementing interactive digital solutions such as 
interactive kiosks.  Connect with your customers and 
deliver a more personalised shopping experience 
as they enter the store by sending offers direct to 
their smartphones, through beacon technology and 
marketing software. Further enabling you to gather 
intelligence on your customers buying behaviour, 
which you can use to improve the shopping 
experience. 

Customer Experience
Deliver a consistent shopping experience across all your 
channels and give your customers the information and 
tools they need to complete their purchase. Electronic 
Shelf Edge labelling ensures you have complete control 
on automatic pricing updates from the desktop. By 
introducing Click and Collect you can provide customers 
with more shopping options and use the opportunity to 
encourage further purchases when customers return 
to pick up their order. Through kiosks, instore mobile 
devices and even their smartphones, customers can 
access all the information they need they to complete 
their buying decision.

Professional Services
Gain peace of mind by having the support of our highly 
qualified professional service team. Our qualified team 
will support you through every stage of the process 
from site audits and surveys to rapid deployment, right 
through to aftercare with onsite or workshop repairs 
and maintenance. They will work with you to ensure 
that your solution is fully operational and to reducing 
downtime of products saving you costs in the long run.

Store Operations
Increase productivity by arming your associates and 
warehouse staff with the latest in rugged, mobility 
technology so they can capture, access and share 
vital information while on the move. Management 
can issue tasks such as restock shelves, conduct 
price mark-down, direct to associates which they 
can receive and update in real-time via their mobile 
devices.  Associates can improve customer service 
by having access to real-time information so they can 
better answer customer product queries.

This is true empowerment: every satisfied customer becomes 
a brand advocate and your most powerful engine for growth.

For retailers, every customer engagement is an opportunity to 
enrich the relationship, to build loyalty and to nurture sales.

Our bespoke retail technology solutions will seamlessly enhance 
every customer interaction, whilst optimising efficiency across your 
organisation. Our Internet of Things (IoT) enabled solutions bring a 
precision focus on accuracy to deliver a more consistent, enticing 
shopping experience across each channel and touchpoint. 

This is true people first technology.

“ VisionID provided us with an in-store enterprise mobility solution, 
which equipped our staff with rugged handheld devices. From using 
these devices we have improved many of our internal processes, 
from warehouse operations to customer deliveries. They always go 
above and beyond to help. Great customer service.” 

 Dariusz Tokarski, I.T. Manager

D.I.D. Electrical
So why not arrange 
to talk to one of our 
consultants today. 

Just call us on 
+353 (0)1 524 1586
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How can we optimise your 
customer’s experience? 

> VisionID bespoke retail solutions enable you to

streamline processes and, gather information in real-

time which can assist you in aligning your strategic

requirements with your customer’s needs.

> Draw on our industry-leading service team to partner

you at every stage from systems design, hardware

customisation to focused staff training.

> Enjoy inventory visibility up the supply chain and out

through your fulfilment channels in real-time, optimising

stock control, quickening deliveries and reinforcing

customer satisfaction.

> Unify customer engagement with your brand across all

touchpoints and platforms, building consistency and

sharpening your responsiveness to their wants.

> These retail solutions are powerful catalysts for

increasing operational efficiency. Your business will enjoy

authoritative inventory data and cost efficiencies. Your

customers enjoy an enhanced shopping experience.

Why clients turn to VisionID

> Poor inventory accuracy is diminishing the retail experience

> Long queuing is causing loss of sales

> Missed opportunities due to incomplete data harvesting

> Inconsistent customer interactions eroding brand loyalty

> Low productivity due to manual processing
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